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SOCCER BINGO

Player Name: ________________________ Week Of: ______/____/_______



Instructions

Each time a player does one of the tasks on the a bingo square they check off that square, and that square only.  

If there are multiple squares with the same task, you have to complete the task each time to check off each square (you cannot check off all of the squares that have that task if you 
complete it 1x).

We encourage the players to video themselves and send it to their coach as a fun way to show their progress.   When you complete a line of tasks, take a picture of your bingo card and 
send it to your coach, and look to keep going and obtain more progression.

We will highlight the players each week with their progress on the RSA website and social media

Let’s see who will be the first to complete every square!

Complete 1000 repetitions
Based on the “Train@Home” Ball
Mastery videos. This is accumulative
over a 5 day period. Numbers reset
after 5 days

Complete 1000 Wall Touches 
Passing ball and receiving off a 
wall/steps.  This is accumulative 
over a 5 day period.  Numbers 
reset after 5 days

Complete 200 Juggles
This is based on 1 day.  Does not have 
to be 100 consecutive, can be done in 
sets.  Can be done by using any surface, 
if unable to juggle without ball hitting 
floor can have the ball touch ground in 
between touches.

Athletic Work 15-20 minutes
This is based on 1 day, not 
accumulative.  This can be in the form 
of the physical activities in the 
“Train@Home” or running/speed 
and agility work.

Target Challenge
Setup non-breakable objects 10-
15 yards away, and look to knock 
down.  Extra points for creativity.  
Best video wins!

Toilet Paper Challenge 
Juggle a new roll of toilet 
paper (make sure to give back).  
Extra points for creativity.  
Best video wins!

Bin Challenge
Look to create a video, with the end
goal of the ball making it into a trash
can.

Trick Shot Challenge
Look to create a trick shot
challenge.


